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In the s, we all dressed to go to church on Sundays. Being the vanidosa of the family, Sunday gave me the
chance to dress up and dress up, I did. I would choose from among my pairs of shoes, which I had in all
colorsâ€”pink and apple green being my favorites Our best guide on what is appropriate to wear is our honest
self. When colored veils came into fashion, it was another thing to match with the rest of the ensemble. There
was a time when we stuck fancy pins through our veils so that they would not slide down our carefully flipped
and teased hairdos. I might have gone partially cross-eyed looking at the altar through the squares or diamond
shaped holes of the veil, but I still wore it. The women stopped using veils, and wore jeans more often than
dresses; men started going to church in shorts and shoes without socks or, worse, in slippers with their naked
toes peeking out. I cannot remember what brought about the drastic change in Sunday wear. But it happened
without many noticing it. All of a sudden, it became acceptable for people to wear shorts, tank tops, and
slippers. I once spotted someone I knew in the communion line, who looked like he had just jumped out of
bed. His hair was tousled and his face looked like he had not even bothered to freshen it with water. He had on
a t-shirt so crumpled it looked like he and his dog had slept in it, dirty-looking khaki shorts and beach sandals
that must have crossed Boracay shores a thousand times. How can wives allow their husbands to go out
looking like that! This might keep the women away from him but they will also wonder how his wife could
live with someone like him. Young women, along with matrons in denial, started sporting backless, haltered,
spaghetti-strapped apparel in church, often two sizes too small. Veils are a thing of the past. If you wore a veil
these days, people would think you had excessively found religion because your husband had found someone
younger. We take pains and so much care to dress for a dinner or a cocktail partyâ€”with the same people in a
house or a restaurant not particularly known for their food. But we can still and should dress up, if not well, at
the very least, tastefully. Start with simple clothes. You need not be decked out with jewelry , like the woman
who adorns her young daughters with two-carat diamonds on their ears at eleven in the morning. For those
who can only wear clothes that show more than their shoulders, bring a wrap. An hour of modesty will not
extinguish your appeal; it may add mystery to its fading power. The length of your dress or skirt should allow
you to sit without having to tug at the hem to hide your underwear. Men should wear clothes that would be
appropriate when they visit their mother-in-law. But please no shorts; do cover your legs and above all, your
feet. I remember when men sprayed themselves with cologne like Eau Savage or Puig. I know one who
sprayed his head. Most weddings are in church; even civil wedding ceremonies are eventually repeated before
the altar. It is imperative that no one tries to outdo the bride. Guests should be sensitive enough to allow the
bride to be the star of the evening. For married women, try not to wear white. And whatever color you wear,
bring a wrap because you will be in a church. When shrugs came into fashion, it was so convenient. The short
bolero-like addition looked pert and feminine but does not cover you like a cocoon. For the men, life is
simpler. A well-made and sharply shaped barong or a dark suit will do, especially for evening weddings. Why
is he not wearing the same as the others? For wakes and funerals, the same rule as church on Sundays should
apply. If you are not a member of the bereaved family, you need not wear black or white. Dark or sober colors
like gray , navy blue, beige or brown would be appropriate. That is how you show respect to the bereaved
family and the dead. Since it has become customary for people to stay on and have lunch, merienda , dinner,
or all three, during the wakes, the least we can do is dress up for the gathering. Just because you came from
your weekly badminton game at the Polo Club, is no reason to show up sweating in your sportswear. The
deceased is gone, but the family left behind can still smell you. What was meant to be a thoughtful gesture will
only convey that your visit was just incidental, that you happened to be along the way. And, of course, the
ancient and abiding horror is still showing up at any event wearing the exact same dress as someone else. With
the popularity of upscale fashion boutiques and our own designers going into retail, the likelihood of this
happening has increased exponentially. I remember a State of the Nation address when two women came in
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exactly the same ternos color. If you happen to be in this unfortunate situation and you have the time and
energy to go home and change, then do so. But if there is nothing that can be done, then simply and
confidently smile at the other one similarly garbed or stay as far away as possible. Our best guide on what is
appropriate to wear is our honest self.
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NBC Radio - Second Sunday: High Crimes And Misdemeanors - July 14, - Gordon Skene Sound Collection - With the
current state of affairs in our country and all the talk about investigations, allegations and scandals, the issue of
Impeachment has been brought up more numerous times, these past two years.

Arrests for marijuana, other misdemeanors plummet since law change Since change in law, arrests for
marijuana possession and other misdemeanor charges have plummeted Friday, August 15th , 1: Sunday,
August 17th , 5: WDRB -- When former University of Louisville basketball player Chane Behanan was
caught by police with a marijuana cigarette in April, he was given a citation and released, instead of being
arrested. Neither player was taken to jail, prompting some speculation that they received special treatment.
The reality, however, is that they both likely benefited from a change in Kentucky law that orders police
officers to issue citations for many misdemeanors, instead of making arrests. Metro Corrections has seen a
sharp drop in bookings for misdemeanor drug arrests including possession of marijuana -- from more than 3,
in the fiscal year to less than 2, in the fiscal year, a 38 percent decrease, according to jail records. Behanan and
Hatcher went to court, attended treatment classes and had their cases expunged, or erased from their records.
No evidence now exists in the public record that either player was caught with marijuana. Under a Kentucky
law that took effect in July , police began issuing citations rather than making arrests for dozens of
misdemeanors, including possession of marijuana of 8 ounces or less, as long as the officer believed the
suspect was no danger to themselves or others and would appear in court to answer the charge. So far, the law
has had an effect, according to statistics from the state, police and Metro Corrections. Louisville Metro Police
arrested 15, people on misdemeanor charges in That number fell to 13, by the end of , a nearly 17 percent
decrease, according to data from LMPD. For years, Metro Corrections has had overcrowding issues, at times
having to open a year-old jail above the Louisville Metro Police Department headquarters when the jail
population spikes. In some cases, inmates have been forced to sleep on mattresses on the floor. Now, many
people charged with marijuana possession and other misdemeanors are getting a court date and handling the
citations themselves. The person cited pays a fine or agrees to take treatment classes, among other possible
resolutions. Chief District Court Judge Ann Bailey Smith said she has noticed, however, that some people who
were cited have failed to show up for court, causing an arrest warrant to be issued. Perhaps because it is only a
citation, people forget they have a court date, she said. There has been discussion, Smith said, of starting a
program where those cited are called and reminded that they have a pending court date. It had been a class A
misdemeanor carrying up to a year in jail. The number of possession of marijuana cases in Jefferson County
has fallen from 7, in to 5, last year, a drop of more than 30 percent, according to the AOC. Defense attorney
Tom Coffey said he talked to a client recently who was cited by an officer who reassured him that the small
amount of marijuana he had was not a big deal. In lieu of fines or jail time, many defendants attend marijuana
education programs run by the state that, once completed, allow the case to be dismissed and then expunged.
Often court costs are waived as well. Kamenish, a local defense attorney, however said he is not a fan of how
marijuana cases are being handled, saying Kentucky is basically decriminalizing small amounts of marijuana.
But she acknowledged that attitudes towards marijuana have clearly changed, with many states and cities
moving away from arrests in favor of fines. Two states â€” Colorado and Washington â€” have legalized
recreational marijuana. She recalled a case in the last few years in which a defendant was on trial for
possession of marijuana, and testimony came out that he had four previous convictions for the same offense.
The jury still acquitted him, she said. The number of expunged possession of marijuana cases has actually
fallen from more than in to last year, according to the AOC. The Post also noted that 5. Rhode Island topped
the nation in marijuana usage, according to the study. More worrisome for police though, Conrad said, are
other misdemeanors police are no longer allowed to make arrests for, such as disorderly conduct and minor
theft. And police called to deal with disorderly conduct in neighborhoods often have to make repeated trips
because they are only allowed to cite the person instead of making an arrest. Arrests for theft have actually
climbed, but the jail statistics did not break down the data by misdemeanor and felony charges.
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PINE BUSH - Police have arrested the driver suspected of hitting a year-old man who was walking on Black Hawk Road
Sunday morning. The victim, who was walking with another man, was hit around.

4: Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
Â· Possession of stolen property/DWI: Alex M. Rosa, 40, of New Rochelle, was arrested by state police at Coxsackie at
a.m. Sunday, Oct. 14, on state Route 23 and charged with the misdemeanors.
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Bastard Salt (Live Stream) Misdemeanor Meadows, Portland, OR, US Sunday, November 11, Staci Mills. Loading
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6: Guilty of a misdemeanor - West Hawaii Today
Cardi B, born Belcalis Almanzar, received a summons for one count of assault and two counts of reckless
endangerment, all misdemeanors. She must appear in court on Oct. 29 to answer the charges.

7: Sunday Best: On Proper Church Attire and Etiquette | T&C Ph
Turpin, an all-Big 12 wide receiver and kick returner, was picked up Sunday for misdemeanor assault at a Fort Worth,
Texas, apartment complex, a police spokesman told NBC News.
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